
CONTROLS FOR DOORS LTD – WIRELESS SWITCH INSTRUCTIONS 
 

 
Programming 

1. Press the program, button, LED turns RED, enters into the learning mode transmitter process.  
2. On transmitter press the same key twice, LED blinks for 8 times, the learning process is successful.  

 
If the LED blinks once and goes back to Green, the learning process has failed.  
If no button pressed within 8seconds, it exits the programming mode 

 
Deleting codes 

1. Press the program button, indicating LED turns Red, don’t release.  
2. Continue pressing button (about 8seconds) until LED turns Green.  
3. Release the program button, LED turns Red and starts to erase all learned transmitters.  
4. LED turns Green, all transmitters have been deleted.  

 
 
Note: 
 
The T5802-MOD is supplied as standard transmitting on CHANNEL A (red cables). For applications which require channel B transmission make the following change: 

1. Locate the Blue wires from the transmitter. 
2. Cut the red cable as near to the transmitter housing as possible. 
3. Connect the blue wires (not normally connected) onto the switch. 
4. The unit will now transmit on channel B 

 

 

 
SURF4SB box 
 
a) Break out the battery cover from the back of the box and locate in side wall 
b) Attach the transmitter to the battery. Slide the transmitter between the side wall and the mounting pillar (as shown in diagram) 
c) Connect the cables to the switch NO and C contacts 
d) Fit the screws into the SURFSB box 
e) Fit the switch and tighten the screws, taking care not to pinch the cables 
f) Program switch to receiver and test for correct operation 

 

 

  
JSB 
 
It is possible to fit the transmitter into the narrow style JSB back box. This is an extremely tight fit and care must be taken to ensure the 
transmitter is not damaged. 
 
a) Fit the battery into the JSB ensuring it is tight to the side wall. 
b) Slide the transmitter between the battery and the edge of the JSB & connect 
c) Connect cables to switch C & NO (if required remove shrouds & bend crimps) 
d) Fit the screws into the JSB back box 
e) Fit the switch and tighten the screws, taking care not to damage the transmitter 
f) Program switch to receiver and test for correct operation 

  

 
WKS4RF 
 
a) Attach the transmitter to the battery. Push the transmitter and battery through the cut out in the side wall of the box. 
b) Connect the cables to the switch NO and C contacts 
c) Fit the screws into the WKS4RF box 
d) Fit the switch and tighten the screws, taking care not to pinch the cables 
e) Program switch to receiver and test for correct operation 


